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Genetic Markers in Human Blood. By Eloise R.

Giblett. (Pp. xxvii + 629; illustrated + tables. 85s.)
Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications. 1969.

Too often, when a book is published which attempts to
cover such a wide field as this one, it is written by a large
number of authors of varying competence, with much
overlap and even contradiction between their contri-
butions, or if it is written by one author it bears evidence
of uncritical use of scissors and paste on abstracts. The
present book is remarkable as the work of a single
author who has succeeded in covering a very wide field,
with a vast and rapidly growing literature, and has yet
succeeded in maintaining an eminently readable style
while omitting nothing of importance which could con-
ceivably come within the scope of the title. She has
assessed every fact or alleged fact critically, and shown its
relation with the whole known genetic picture. The
main text covers the literature with remarkable com-
pleteness up to about the end of 1967, and an addendum
brings it up to September 1968.
Every known class of genetic factors which could be

used as markers is dealt with, beginning with the
immunoglobulin systems, Gm and Inv. These are
followed by the haptoglobins, to the study of which the
author has made important contributions, the trans-
ferrins, and numerous other plasma protein factors: the
Gc types, the beta-lipoproteins, pseudocholinesterases,
alkaline phosphatases, and several other factors of less
immediate importance.
The second part of the book, on the genetic markers in

the blood cells, begins with the red cell antigens or con-
ventional blood groups. For a full account the reader is
referred to the book of Race and Sanger, but the present
account (57 pages of text and 21 of references) covers
these factors very fully from the standpoint of genetic
polymorphism. The haemoglobins, also, have been the
subject of a number of comprehensive books, but here
again the whole subject is admirably summarized from
the genetic point of view. The very full account of the
the red cell isoenzymes brings up to date and extensively
supplements the monograph of Beckman published in
1966.
For every system described, the account of the gene-

tics is backed by a section on methods of testing. These
sections, while necessarily brief, contain all that is
needed for investigators other than beginners, and for the
latter references are given to sources ofmore detailed and
elementary instructions.

The author finally sums up her own conclusions in a
chapter on 'Contributions of blood genetic markers to
studies ofhuman biology', which is followed by the stop-
press addenda already mentioned.
There is a comprehensive index; the book is well

printed on good paper; misprints are few. This is one
of those rare books that can be recommended without
reserve. It should be in the hands of all human biolo-
gists, of every kind, geneticists, haematologists, im-
munologists, biochemists, and anthropologists. The
clinician too, despite the many excellent books on human
genetics now available and specifically addressed to him,
will here find much that is new and stimulating. In
setting the price at 85s. for 656 pages, remarkably low by
recent regrettably high standards, the publishers have
clearly taken a chance on the acceptability of the book to
large numbers of individual readers, and they deserve to
achieve a wide circulation: too many publishers today
will not take such a risk, and books which would be of
great value to individual research workers are so priced
that only libraries can afford them.
One has, however, an uncomfortable fear that, in an-

other three or four years, when a new edition will cer-
tainly be needed, the subject will have grown to a size
beyond the possibility of treatment of one author, even
of the ability and extraordinary industry of Dr. Giblett-
for it is the unified authorship which gives the book much
of its value. A. S. MOURANT

Episomes. By Allan M. Campbell. (Pp. xiii+ 193;
illustrated+tables. 94s.) London: Harper & Row.
1969.

Few aspects of microbial genetics have been more ex-
citing and thought provoking than the discovery and
study of episomes, a class of genetic elements which can
exist alternatively as chromosomal segments or as freely-
replicating extrachromosomal fragments. Episomes, or
at least the bacterial resistance transfer factors which
share many ofthe same properties, are now recognized as
being of tremendous importance in connexion with the
growing problem of bacterial resistance to antibiotics.
The properties of episomes also suggest fruitful analogies
with various unorthodox genetic situations in higher
organisms including virus-induced transformation of
animal cells and the mutable and transposable 'controlling
elements' associated with high mutability in maize.
The time was ripe for a monograph, and nobody was

better equipped to write one than Dr. Campbell, who as
well as being one of the most brilliant experimentalists
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in the field has been the originator of much of its cur-
rently accepted theory. The resulting book is far more
than a mere review of the literature-it contains a wide-
ranging and critical evaluation of the experimental
foundation of the episome concept not to be found any-
where else. Dr. Campbell devotes a major part of this
book to the bacteriophage lambda, which has been the
main subject of his own research. Indeed, lambda is by
far the best known model of an episome yet available.
However, detailed attention is also given to the F (fertil-
ity) factor of Escherichia coli, to the extrachromosomal
determinants of colicinogeny in Esch. coli and salmonella,
and to the R (resistance transfer) factors. The simi-
larities and differences between these various elements
are fully discussed in a very illuminating way. They all
have in common the basic property of being able to repli-
cate independently ofthe chromosome, and most ofthem
have some means of spreading in infective fashion from
one bacterial cell to another. The capacity for chromo-
somal integration, the distinctive feature of an episome,
is possessed by only some of these elements, and to this
extent Campbell's title, as he himself recognizes, focuses
attention on only one property of the general class of
plasmids, to use Hayes' term.
The book is not a long one, but the writing is concise

and the information content high. Little time is spent
on introducing the reader to terminology, and only those
already partly familiar with microbial genetics will find
the book easy going. Even the comparatively well-
prepared reader may find that some of the later chapters
require frequent pauses for thought. In discussing the
famous 'Campbell model' of the mode of integration of
episome into chromosome the author comments that he
was by no means convinced of its truth when he first pro-
posed it. He goes on to remark that in the early days of
a new hypothesis it may be necessary to look at the facts
with a good deal of optimism in the hope that apparently
contrary evidence will be shown to be invalid; subse-
quently, if the theory becomes well established, there
comes a time for criticism and for the rigorous testing of
its consequences in all possible ways. In this book there
is a measure of hopeful and enlivening speculation more
than balanced by a very critical examination of the logic
of the arguments used. It requires, and more than re-
pays, careful reading.

J. R. S. FINCHAM

The Genetics of Bacteria and their Viruses.
Studies in Basic Genetics and Molecular Biology,
2nd ed. By William Hayes. (Pp. xvi + 925; 142
figures + 26 tables. 95s.) Oxford & Edinburgh:
Blackwell Scientific Publications. 1968.

The first edition of this book, published in 1964, was
greeted with enthusiasm and enjoyed a great success.
It was almost unique in being scholarly, comprehensive,
and readable. With the second edition the general
character of the book has not changed; many passages
stand unaltered and the newly written sections, which
demonstrate again the lucidity and grace of the author's
style, fit easily into the existing framework. Neverthe-

less, Professor Hayes has managed to take account of a
large amount of new material published during the past
five years. The bibliography has been expanded from
46 to 84 pages, with a great many new references added
and only a very few of the old ones deleted. The text
has grown from 667 to 804 pages and the author has
done well to keep the increase down to so modest a
figure. New growth has been kept within bounds by
judicious pruning of the previous text. Here and there
space has been saved by omitting or reducing discussion
of a not-so-fruitful hypothesis or of a controversy now
more or less settled (as in the case of the mode of inte-
gration of lambda prophage). But no important issue
is evaded and the author is, as always, very fair in his
presentation of conflicting lines of evidence on questions
still undecided.
There are a considerable number of new illustrations

and some of the old ones have been redrawn. To judge
from my copies, the two-colour printing, which is a great
help in the understanding of some of the diagrams, has
been done more neatly in this edition (the second colour
has changed from red to green to match the new dust
cover). There are also several new photographic plates,
mostly showing electron-micrographs and all very
beautiful. When one adds that the price has been in-
creased only 120% from 84s. to 95s. it will be seen that the
second edition is an even better buy than the first.

It might seem that Professor Hayes has taken on a
heroic task which will soon become impossible. In an-
other four or five years the growth of the literature may
have outstripped the capacity of any one man to cover it.
I am inclined to believe, however, that though important
new advances may be expected soon in some areas, not-
ably, perhaps, in our understanding of the mechanism of
recombination, Professor Hayes may well relax for a
while before thinking about a third edition. A great
deal of our knowledge of microbial genetics is now estab-
lished on a very sound basis, and this book should stand
as a definitive guide to many aspects of the subject for
many years to come.

J. R. S. FINCHAM

Selected Topics in Medical Genetics. A Review
from the Nuffield Unit ofMedical Genetics, Liverpool
University. Edited by Cyril A. Clarke. (Pp. x+
282; illustrated + tables. 80s.) London: Oxford
University Press. 1969.

This book, as the Editor explains, is an anthology of
essays on topics in which he and his colleagues have been
particularly interested and fields in which their own
original researches have been conducted. While, there-
fore, the book does not make a harmonious whole, and is
far from constituting a comprehensive if short textbook
for students, every part of it is written with freshness and
personal involvement. Apart from the Editor himself,
there are contributions from R. B. McConnell, A. L.
Jones, D. A. Price Evans, D. J. Weatherall, J. B. Clegg,
R. Harris, J. Price, S. Walker, and G. S. Thompson, as
one sees a list combining distinction with modesty since
they offer hardly a first name among them.
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